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Yashar Shakir oglu Salimov

(commemorating the 70th anniversary)

Yashar Shakir ogly Salimov was born in 1938 in Agdash city of Azerbaijan After
finishing the secondary school he joined the physics-mathematics faculty of V.I.Lenin
Azerbaijan Pedagogical Institute (now M.N.Tousi Pedagogical University).

Ya.Sh.Salimov began his labour activity in 1963 at M.Azizbeyov Azerbaijan Oil
and Chemistry Institute (nowAzerbaijan State Oil Academy) as an assitant. From
1991 to present he works as a head of the department of ”Higher Mathematics” at
this University.

In 1970 Ya.Sh.Salimov earns his PhD under guidance of the honoured scientist
A.Sh.Habibzadeh.

Mathematical gift enables him to continue scientific researches and he works on
his Doctor’s dissertation. In 1988 he defends the dissertation on theme ”On Riesz
mean values of biorthogonal joint extensions of the Laplce operator” at M.V.Lomo-
nosov Moscow State University and earns Doctor of Sciences degree.

The construction elaborated by professor Ya.Sh.Salimov for estimating spectral
functions and its Riesz mean values admitted to find true determination of the Riesz
mean values in the availability of the system of adjoint functions. These results found
their reflection in the monograph of the academician of Russian Academy of Sciences
V.A.Il’in ”Spectral theory of differential operators” (Moscow, Nauka-1991).

Professor Ya.Sh.Salimov has rendered great merits to preparation of textbooks
and training aids for higher educational institutions. He is the author of more than
20 training aids. Ya.Sh.Salimov (in collaboration with M.M.Sabzaliyev) prepaered
the training aid ”Problems on higher mathematics” in three volumes in the Azer-
baijanian language consisting of 48 printer’s sheet and this book is on the desk of
every lecturer and students of higher technical universitis of Azerbaijan. More than
100 scientific papers were written by Ya.Sh.Salimov.

Recently, professor Ya.Sh.Salimov got important results in the field of singularly
perturbed partial differential equations. The papers on these results were published
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in the journals ”Doklady Rossiyskoi Academii Nauk” and ”Differentsialniye Urav-
neniya”.

Several PhD dissertations were defended under his guidance.
Scientific investigations carried out by Ya.Sh.Salimov and his followers is a great

help for future investigations of young scientists both in Azerbaijan and abroad.
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